
SAMPLING 

One of the primary goals of statistics is to make 
statistical inferences on of a population.

A population is a blanket term for anything that is too 
large or difficult to measure directly. 

Population Examples: 
- All the people living in Burnaby. 
- All the water in Deer Lake. 
- All the inpatients at VGH.



However, in a statistical sense, populations must be a 
well defined set of the same type of thing.

Population Non-Examples: 

The city of Burnaby (what in the city? People? Cars?)
 
All the water around (around where? One lake? In the 
sky?)

Statistical inferences are made about parameters, which
is some numeric variable of interest relating to the 
population



Parameter examples: 

- The average concentration of pollutant in Deer Lake 
(measured as ppm or mg/L), 

- The average days that VGH inpatients have been 
admitted to the hospital, 

-The proportion of VGH inpatients that have signs of 
pneumonia.

Parameters also need to be well-defined variables.



Parameter non-example: 

-How sick are people at VGH right now 
( ‘sick’ is ill-defined).

-Whether or not the patient in VGH Room 1234 has 
cancer. (does not pertain to a population).

Parameters are very difficult or impossible to measure 
directly because they involve the whole population. 

However, we can take a sample
of a population and directly measure a statistic from that.



To repeat: 

Statistics describe 

Samples

Parameters describe 

Populations



There are many ways to take a sample, but in this class 
we will assume that every sample is a simple random 
sample (SRS) unless it is stated otherwise. 

In a simple random sample, each member of the 
population has an equal chance of being selected, and 
every possible sample has an equal chance of being 
selected.



If the parameter of interest is ‘proportion with pneumonia
signs’ and the population is ‘inpatients at VGH’, we can 
take a simple random sample (SRS) of 10 of the 
inpatients. 

If we find that 6/10 of the patents have signs of 
pneumonia, then we could make an inference that 0.60 
of all the inpatients have signs of pneumonia.



In all of these sample examples, we’re making one 
really big assumption:

The sample is representative of the 
population.

This lets us take the sample and generalize it to the
whole population.

e.g. A car we tested consumed 7.8L/100km, we 
assume that most cars of the same model and year 
will have similar mileage. *cough VW cough*



Not all sampling is simple.

It can be as fascinating as it is ugly.



Simple random sampling (SRS) is just one of many 
sampling options. 

Other options involve mathematical complications, but 
have the their own practical advantages. These methods
include...

Non-random/convenience samples

Sampling the most convenient members of the 
population. This is the easiest, but least statistically valid
method.



Stratified samples/ two-level sampling

Splitting up the population into groups/strata first, 
sampling random groups, and using SRS without each 
group. 

Sometimes this is easier than SRS and with similar 
results, especially when sampling over a large 
geographic area.



Quota sampling: Choosing beforehand the number of 
people from each group you want, and using SRS until 
that number from each group is met. Usually, for cost 
reasons, observations beyond each group's quota are 
rejected.

Systematic samples:

Taking observation from a population over time at fixed
intervals. (e.g. at 11am of each day), used to account for
non-independence between observations that are near 
in time.



Snowball / Network / Recruitment / Respondent driven 
samples

Selecting a small 'seed' group of a population 
and having members of that seed group recruit new 
people into the sample. 

Useful when a group is difficult to find, but well 
connected, such the homeless or endangered species.



Transect samples

Travelling along a selected geographical path (i.e. a 
transect) and taking every observed population member 
along the path as the sample.

Useful in field-based sciences such as forestry and 
environmental restoration.



Example: Opinion Polls. 

Opinion polls are done by choosing phone numbers
at randomand calling them. 

This is: 

SRS

Simple Random Sample (SRS) because there's no 
structure or plan, and every number is equally likely
to be dialed.



Example: Class opinion. 

I try to get an opinion from the class by asking the 
front row. 

This is: 

Non-Random!!

Why is not random bad in this case?

People in the front of the class tend to be more 
engaged in the material and less likely to slumber. 
Engaged people are over-represented.



Polls on webpages and social media are 
self-selected. This means people are choosing 
for themselves to response, rather than being 
randomly chosen.



A simple random sample (SRS) is one where the 
chances of being in a sample are independent.



To stratify something means to divide it into groups 
(Geologically into layers)

To do stratified sampling, first split the population 
into different groups or strata. Often this is done 
naturally.

Possible strata: Sections of a course, gender, income
level, grads/undergrads any sort of category like 
that. Then, random select some of the strata.



The strata are selected using SRS.

Within each strata, select members of the 
population using SRS.



Example: Quality testing of milk.

A government agency wants to check if the milk from a 
company is up to code. 

There are several trucks out leaving the plant today, each truck 
is a stratum. (single version of strata). The agency selects some 
of the trucks with SRS.



Each truck is carrying many jugs of milk, some jugs 
from each truck are selected by SRS.



Say they tested 50 jugs of milk from a total of 5 
trucks (10 jugs each).

That’s a lot easier than stopping 50 trucks and 
testing 1 jug each. This is the appeal of stratified 
sampling.



Example: Employment survey. 

A large company wants information about its 
workforce of 1000 full time employees and 500 
part-time employees.

A company chooses both strata and uses SRS to 
select 80 from the full-time stratum and 40 from 
the part-time stratum.

8% of each strata is sampled this way.



Tophat Question 4-1: What is the highlighted figure?

(source: the onion)

a) A statistic
b) A sample
c) A parameter
d) A population



Tophat Question 4-2: What is the highlighted figure?

(source: the onion)

a) A statistic
b) A sample
c) A parameter
d) A population



Practical concerns about sampling.  1/2

First, a sample is ONLY what you observe. It's not 
what you select to be observed.

This is a big deal because of non-response. The 
group we select is what we INTEND to observe, but 
it won't be what we ACTUALLY observe.

The sample is the thing we actually measure.



c) What time of sample is this?



a) The population is ALL 3456 undergraduates at 
the university. 

Not all undergrads everywhere, just at this 
university. Members of other universities don't have
any chance to be a member of this sample, so they 
can't reasonably be in the population.



b) The sample is the 104 students that returned 
questionnaires.

The sample has a 58.4% non-response rate (146 of 
the 250 intended sample didn't respond)

This could be a major problem for her assumption 
that the sample is representative of the population 
as a whole. Are the 104 students that responded 
the same as the 146 that didn't?



c) This would be called a simple random sample 
(SRS).

To TRULY call this a SRS, every student that 
responded has to have an equal chance to have 
been the sample. That is, a 104/3456 chance.

We have to make an assumption that the all 104 
respondents had a 104/250 chance to respond.



In reality, members of the 250 students decide if 
they want to be the sample or not.

So, if you want to be REALLY PICKY, this is a non-
random sample. Every sample that requires humans
to answer questions is at least a little non-random.

However, we would usually neglect the non-
randomness and call it SRS anyways, because a non-
random sample is impossible to infer to a 
population.



The long form census.

Questionnaires for the Canadian national census are 
administered every 5 years, and are usually mandatory by 
law to complete. As such, they tend to have a very high 
(still not 100%) response rate.

In 2006 and 2016, the long form census was administered 
to 20% of Canadian households, and was mandatory.

In 2011, this census was sent to 30% of households, but 
was optional. Only about 2/3 these were returned.

The data from 2011 was severly compromized.



Practical concerns about sampling.  2/2

Making a sample larger improves your PRECISION, 
but it cannot improve its ACCURACY.

The accuracy depends on how representative the 
sample is, not how big it is.

So what's the difference?



Precision refers to the degree of certainty in your 
measurements. 

Accuracy refers to how close your average 
measurement is to the truth. In most cases, this is 
impossible to measure, but proper sampling 
methods improve our chance at good accuracy.



A chemist may have a scale that gives measurements to the
.0001 gram, which would be precise.

If that same scale has 3.2 grams of dirt on it, then the scale 
will not be accurate.

The scale will measure everything placed on it down to the 
nearest .0001 gram, and then add 3.2000. 

All the measurements will be 3.2 grams too high.
In other terms, the scale will have a BIAS of 3.2 grams.







Answer:

Since Pentecostals are a subset of Christians, there must be 
fewer of them than of Christians as a whole.

(There are fewer cats than there are mammals)

So the sample size of Christians is larger than that of 
Pentecostals. This implies we get more precision from 
estimates of Christians as a whole.

Larger sample --> More precision --> Smaller +/-

(the +/- is also called the Margin of Error)
Experiments and Randomization



So far, we have only looked at samples for the purposes of 
describing a population. However, we can also make 
inferences about differences within a population by way of 
an experiment.

The word 'experiment' means the same thing it does in any 
other scientific context: it's a specific set of actions meant 
to falsify (or retain) a hypothesis.



The gold standard of experiments is random assignment.

In random assignment, we have some collection of 
conditions we want to observe, and we assign these 
conditions to members of our sample.

 

Every member has the same chance to be given a certain 
condition as any other member.

We call these conditions treatments because are things we 
can administer.



The primary advantage of random assignment is that other 
variables that could affect the outcome (lurking variables) 
will tend to be evenly distributed across all the treatments.

Lurking variables that could affect the responses to a 
treatment include age, health, motivation, sex, and other 
demographics.

The primary disadvantage of random assignment is that the
results could vary depending on variation. But, this is a 
precision-based problem, so we can fix it by having more 
sample units in each treatment.



A completely randomized design (CRD) is analoguous to 
SRS in that it's the simplest experiment.

Every member of the sample is randomly assigned to a 
treatment group, and there is no additional structure 
applied to the experiment.



There can be 3 or more treatment groups. Having more 
groups lets us make more between-group comparisons, but
each group is smaller (or we need a bigger sample).

The size of the groups is the number of replications.



If each group is the same size, we say the design is 
balanced. 

There's no rule that groups need to have equal sizes. 
However, it's typically the most efficient use of your sample
to place an equal number of units/replicates in each group.



Random assignment can be stratified too. This is useful if 
you wanted to make comparisons between treatments 
within specific demographic groups.

Here, we can make treatment comparisons between 
women, or between men specifically.



This experiment is using a randomized block design (RBD).

The sample units are blocked by gender first, and then 
randomly assigned to treatment groups.
Within each block, the experiment uses a CRD.



If we randomly assign properly, something very weird
appears.



Causality

You have most likely heard the term “Correlation is not 
causation”, which means, loosely that “just because two 
things happen together, doesn't mean that one of them 
caused the other.”

Is that really true? Regression is based on correlation, and 
colder temperatures do indirectly cause higher heating 
costs.

A better term is “correlation is not sufficient for causation.”

In the symptoms vs socio-economic status (SES) case in 
exercise 6.19 in the textbook, the chances of symptoms 



increases as people get poorer. We can ascribe additional 
information to this case, that poorer people have worse 
access to medical care, or worse nutrition or housing 
conditions that could lead to more symptoms.

More generally, we have information about the causal 
mechanism. 

Causal mechanisms are not in the domain of statistics. They
come from your fields of expertise.

(e.g. From biology, sociology, sports, etc.)



There are other criteria for demonstrating causality, but 
explaining HOW something happens is the big one.
There are some things we can do to make causal inference 
possible, but they happen before the sample is taken.

This is a big change from most of the statistics you learn. 
Usually, you're given numbers from some random sample, 
and you don't have any control over that sample. You just 
have to take the numbers and make sense of them.



Statistics has three major phases:
1. Design (What to measure)
2. Sampling (Measuring)
3. Analysis (Making sense of what was measured)

In the design phase, you decide how treatments are going 
to be assigned to sample units/patients. If you can't directly
assign treatments, you need to collect data about 
covariates. 



We have previously defined
- The response variable, the 'y' or 'output' variable.
- The explanatory variable, the 'x' or 'input' variable.

Covariates are variables that may also be related to the 
response, but are not necessary of interest, or within our 
sphere of control.



But we can't apply SES to many people to cover all the 
different covariates. We can't randomly assign to as 'poor' 
and make them poor. That's evil. 

If we could randomly divide a sample of people into a 
control group and treatment group, then most of the 
covariates could be assumed to be balanced.

We could even deliberately assign people to groups to 
ensure a balance.



For example:
Make sure both groups have an equal (or close) proportion 
of men, of women, of obese people, of elderly, of smokers, 
of people with asthma, and so on.

In reality, balancing groups like this is very expensive or 
impossible. Instead we're often left making observational 
studies afterwards.

In those observational studies, the covariates are usually 
unbalanced.



Why? Because treatments are given to people who seek 
them, not to people at random.

Example: People getting a treatment for high blood 
pressure tend to be those with poor diets.



What if we can't balance the covariates! What do we do?!
We need to estimate the propensity scores of our 
patients.



A propensity score is the chance that someone would take 
the treatment of interest.

In a randomized experiment, we know the propensity 
scores because we are the ones deciding who gets the 
treatment.
 
The people in the treatment group have propensity scores 
of 1, because they are certain to get the treatment.
The people in the control group have propensity scores of 
0.



In an observational study, we can only estimate the chance 
that someone would take a treatment.

For example, if 72% of obese people take a blood pressure 
medication, then we could estimate the propensity score of
every obese person to be 0.72.

That's an overly simple example, however. Usually 
propensity is measured from many covariates considered 
together. (E.g. being old, or having good health coverage 
may increase propensity to 0.72, even for someone not 
obese)



Instead of trying to balance many covariates, you can 
balance by propensity score.

For example: If you identify a group of people with the 
same propensity score (or close), say 0.70-0.75, then you 
can assume that people within that group have been 
randomly assigned.

In other terms, the propensity score acts as a surrogate for 
all the covariates at once. 

This method is called propensity score matching.



So why does this work?

One reason we need to balance by covariates is to account 
for self-selection bias.

That is, the people that are in the treatment group CHOSE 
to be in the treatment group. Why? Because they felt they 
needed the treatment!



A propensity score is the chance that a given person will 
seek treatment given their covariates. 

With propensity score matching, you only make 
comparisons between two groups of people that were 
equally likely to seek treatment. It just happens that the 
members of one group did and the other didn't.

Between the groups, each person was equally likely to 
select the treatment, so there is no (much less) self-
selection bias.



To make a causal inference, there is one more logical leap 
to make. You have to assume that the people in a group 
with the same propensity are essentially the same.

That way, you can consider the treatment group the 'what 
if' group to the control group.

That is, the results from the treatment group are would 
what would have happened to the treatment group IF they 
had also taken the treatment.



An explanatory value (e.g. taking a treatment) that did not 
happen is called a counterfactual.

It's a 'what if' scenario that could have happened, but 
didn't.

Example 1:  
Taking the treatment is a counterfactual to the control 
group. (They could have received the treatment, but didn't)

Not taking it is a counterfactual to the treatment group.



Not having a counterfactual is a source for lots of 
arguments in sports.

Example 2: "What if Sidney Crosby was in the league when 
Wayne Gretsky was in his prime? Who would score more?"

We'll never know becuase this is a counterfactual.

Example 3: "How many home runs would Mark McGuire 
have scored if he wasn't taking steroids?"

We'll never know because he DID take steroids, and there's 
no possibility of going back and measuring.



(For your reference: This bird is a Great Potoo.)


